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1973 

1. Remarks on arrival in Togo, January 10, 1973 

2. Remarks on arrival in Dahomey, January 12, 1973 

3. Remarks on arrival in Sierra Leone, January 14, 1973 

4. Remarks on arrival in Liberia, January 16, 1973 

5. Remarks on arrival in Lebanon, February 7, 1973 

6. Remarks on arrival in Kuwait, February 9, 1973 

No airport statements made in Q~tar, Saudi Arabia or UAE 

7. Remarks on arrival in Tunisia, May 14, 1973 

8. Remarks on arrival in Jamaica, July 2, 1973 

No arrival statement made in Trinidad and Tobago 

9. "Message to Africa" taped by Voice of Kenya. 

10. Message to 6th World Conference of the Judiciary and Legal Profession 
meeting in Abidjan - August 1973 

11. Femarks on arrival in Madagascar, September 30, 1973 

12. Remarks on arrival in Mauritius, October 2, 1973 

1974 

13. Press release on IDA Replenishment, January 24, 1974 

14. NBC TODAY Show, January 28, 1974 

15. Press Conference, Tehran, Iran - February 21, 1974 

16. 

17. 
l7A 

With: PM Hoveyda, FinMin Amuzegar, and Mr. Witteveen 

Pacific Trip: February 5-19, 1974. No airport statements made 

Statement on need of developing countries for additional financial 
resources. World Bank, IMF, I-ADB, AfDB, ADB 

MEET THE PRESS, March 24, 1974 
Supplements of Japanese Newspapers for Annual Meeting 

Venezuela, August 14, 1974 - No statement 

18. Jordan, October 25, 1974 (Statement not delivered as written; no verbatim text) 
Syria - No statement made 



1975 

19. David Spanier Interview (London Times & EUROPA), February 4, 1975 

20. Bill Moyers' Journal, February 6, 1975 (Taped January 23, 1975) 

March 5 - 16, 1975: No airport statements on Middle East trip. 

21. Arrival Statement in Turkey, April 24, 1975 

April 29-May 4, 1975: No airport statements in Yemen Arab Republic or 
People~s Democratic Republic of Yemen 

22. Remarks on Signing of Onchocerciasis Fund Agreement, May 7, 1975 

23, Rema~k~ on app~oval ot loan to Chile, May 8, 1975 

24. Remarks on Visit of President Senghor of Senegal to the Bank, May 22, 1975 

25. Opening Statement to Development Committee, June 12, 1975 

26, Axrival Statements ~ Colombia and Costa Rica, November 1975 
(Handed to press) . 

27. Christmas Message to the Staff of the Bank 
1976 

28, Statement at Signing of the Ingavi Rural Development Project, March 8, 1976 
in Jalsuri, Bolivia 

March 2-12, 1976: No statements made at airports in Peru, Paraguay, Bolivia. 

2~, Remarks to the Bank's Press Seminar, May 19, 1976 

30 RemaI;'KS on ~·tgning of 'Manila U~ban Development Loan ~ June 9, 1976 

31. Remarks at luncheon at the Department of Commerce - June 18, 1976 

32~ ~emarks at the Unive~sity ot the ~hilippines - October 1, 1976 

33, Airport Statements: Burma; Bangadesli~ India~ Pakistan 
Oc tODer~November 1976 

34 Chrt'StD}as <Message to the Staff DecemBer 23, 1976 
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REMARKS UPON AR..~IV At IN TOGO 

It is a great pleasure indeed for me to be here, and I particularly look 

forward to meeting President 5~ Since I came to the Bank I have visited 

many West African countries and I have been able to gain some knowledge of the 

particular problems which are faced in the development of this part of the world. 

'From my forthcoming talks with the President and other Togo1ese leaders, I am 

anxious to acquire a deeper understanding of your problems in the quest for 

economic development. 

Since Togo became a member of the Bank Group in 1962, we have maintained a 

continuing dialogue with the Government on its development objectives. We have 

M 
financed a road maintenance proj ect, the ohj ect:iyes 9£ wid.en hc!l:""e'-""l!!'i!-n-'i:!ft~..,..,,~ 

" ti a' ~ ~chielJe4.. .k second road proj ect fia,g baGUl reeently apptfthted. asa will be 

soon negotiated. 

My hope is that our program for Togo will increase in line with 'your growing 

capacity to prepare and implement sound, high-priority projects, and with your 

readiness to take the difficult decisions that constitute the foundation of any 

serious development effort. For our part, we look forward to being able not 

only to provide a larger volume of assistance, but also to provide it for a 

broader range of purposes ~ .. Tithin the frame',1Ork of Togo's programs for rehabilitation 

and further development. 

In the years to come we hope to participate in further development in the 

transportation sector, as well as in agriculture, industry, and water supply. 

In providing assistance, our aim is to forge a closer partnership dedicated 

to assisting the people of Togo to achieve the goals that they themselves have 

chosen. We believe, as I hope you do, that cooperation between the Bank Group 

and yourselves has an important role to play in your efforts to overcome your 

problems and to realize the potential that Togo has. 

- 0 -





REMARKS AT AIRPORT UPON ARRIVAL I~ DAJIOMEY 

It is a great pleasure indeed for me to be here~ and I particularly look 

forward to meeting President Major Kerekou. From my talks with him and with 

other Dahomean leaders, I hope to acquire a deeper understanding of your 

development problems and how they can be tackled. The World Bank Group has 

already made some contribution to Dahomey's own efforts to rehabilitate and 

develop its economy for the benefit of its people. During this visit, I hope 

to learn how we can support these efforts more fully and more effectively. 

The World Bank Group is greatly expanding its activities around the globe. 

Under our five-year program 1968-1973, we shall have doubled our lending. In 

Africa we planned to increase our lending threefold, and we expect to accomplish 

that objective. I am pleased that Dahomey has had a significant share in this 

achievement. 

My hope is that our program for Dahomey will increase in line with your 

growing capacity to prepare and implement sound, high-priority projects, and 

,~ith your readiness to take the difficult decisions that constitute the 

foundation of any serious development effort. For our part, we look forward 

to being able not only to provide a larger volume of assistance, but also to 

provide it for a broader range of purposes within the framework of Dahomey's 

programs for rehabilitation and further development. 

Our first operation in this country was a credit of $4.6 million in 1969 

for the Hinvi agricultural development. The next credit was made for a highway 

maintenance program. The ~ost recent credit, which was signed early this year, 

i~ for the cotton development program in the Zou Borgou region which I am 

lookine for'vard to visiting tomorro,~ morning. · In the years to come we hope to 

participate in further development in the rural sector, as well as in 

transportation, education and tourism. . 



" .' 
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In providing assistance, our aim is to forge a closer partnership dedicated 

to assisting the people of Dahomey to achieve the goals that they themselves 

have chosen. He believe, as I hope you do, that cooperation between the Bank 

Group and yourselves has an important role to play in your efforts to overcome 

your problems and to realize the potential that Dahomey has. 
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Mr. McNamara's Visit to Sierra Leone 

Airport Statement (On Arrival) 

Mrs. McNamara and I are delighted to be in Sierra Leone ,~ We are ~ 
grateful for the ~invitation that has been extended to us to visit your 
beautiful country. 

. t;~ 
The major purpose of our visit isk.e louin ... '" wtdeistaR8 at first hand 

fL the development potentials and needs of your country, and, to find out how we r in the World Bank can assist you more effectively in the task of raising the 
standard of living and the quality of life for the people of Sie~a Leone. 
Development is a complicated and difficult task~ei, as SfQU kn~"'Llnvolves 
very hard choices. I do not· pretend that we at the World Bank know 
all the answers. We certainly do not. ;b)&velspmen t , 2 f'86I' a~Itoi;=: &R 
~act sgjenge • But we have found, through our experience in Africa and else
where in the world, that we can contribute to what is surely one of the 
momentous human endeavors of our time -- the quest for a better life by the 
peoples of the developing countries. ~ 

In Sierra Leone our contribution has been so fa~ti~ modest ~~~. 
We have loaned ~ a total of a little more than $23 million s4Bse =Gae fiI ei; "-
leaR uas mase is ::t99£t for expansion of the electricity system; .e"t;fteF leans 
fia~e g8~ for education, highways and agriculture. This last field -
agriculture -- is a most import sector, as President Stevens has so often 
emphasized. We hope, in the future, to be able to expand our assistance in 
this vital area. 

A main objective of our lending in agriculture and other sectors i~ 
to help provide better opportunities for progress and advancement for the 
common man in Sierra Leone. The improvement of the individual lives of the 
great mass of people is, in the final analysis, the most real and centrar- ~ ~ 
function of development activity. Development;.)? .Ans? d tast I, aT1d:), s not Y 
simply aft e&211· 0' Wep3:e;B8:ni! '1 o1ii!eR,. a roaa project here or a powe , 
facility there. Rather it is hard work, sacrifice, and strenuous effort to 
mobilize scarce resources -- b~th financial and human~and then careful 
deployment of those resources in a manner that will gain maximum benefits 
to the economy. These.! bel tasks can only be performed by the govermnents 
and peoples ~ the developing countries themselves. We in the World Bank 
can ~ be"a minor partner in this immense undertaking.::;;Mii=-l* __ ~"'''''' 
'Qe e8:b!tls ! f3. en a government and it's people ~6" that bIn:;: are united 
in their determination to promote long-term development -- and not interested 
in sacrificing it for ME IJy short-term and temporary benefits -- then we can 
provide meaningf assistance. 

Y,.-v- t 

~~~~~-e~~~~=c~~~~~·~~to create a better and more 
productive Ii e for all the people of this nation. As you W'if iiaa=G ,011 ~ 
move ahead on_ that course, we in the World Bank stand ready to assist you in 
that mission. It is fop tag pYPf'9S979;#; iHHikii.n:g- to find means of improving 
that assistance that I have come to Sierra Leone. 





I' -Ii 
LIBERIA I /'7 .3 

ARRIVAL STATEMENT BY MR. McNAMARA 

This is our first visit to Liberia and Mrs. McNamara and I 
are delighted to be here. We have been looking forward to this visit -
to a country which has played such a unique role in the history of 
Africa and which today holds such a distinguished position in Africa 
and world affairs. We also look forward to our visits with President 
Tolbert, his Ministers, and other government officials. During our visit 
we are anxious to see as much of your country as "Wsne 8].;1. j)QRIii:L 

Jt<. 
The main purpose of my visit is to obtain a better under

standing of your development potentials and needs, and of your plans 
for the future. We in the World Bank wish to expand our assistance to 
Liberia and hope thereby to be able to extend the benefits of growth 
and development to all of Liberia I s people. 

I have been following with interest events in your country, 
particularly in the year that has passed since President Tolbert was 
inaugurated. It has been a momentous year~ ~~ at the World Bank 
are impressed indeed with what you have accomplished. You appear to 
have made a vigorous start towards the objectives of reaching "higher 
heights" which President Tolbert r £, .... , has established for your 
nation in its quest for faster and more broadly based development. 

This past year has also been a satisfying one for World Bank 
Group operations in Liberia. Our first lending operations in the fields 
of agriculture and education were approved last spring. In fact, almost 
a third of our total lending to Liberia since the first loan was made 

. in 1964, was approved in the year 1972. We hope we can accomplish more 
in the future -- in helping you develop through priority projects in 
transportation, agriculture, education, port development and industry. 

In Liberia, as elsewhere, our aim is to help to accelerate 
development, and at the same time spread the benefits of that development 
as widely as possible. This is a difficult task, but it is a vitally 
important one, for development that merely benefits the few, but ignores 
or overlooks the many, is no development at all. 

This is the noble task which President Tolbert has set for Liberia. 
It is a task to which we, in the World Bank, feel honored to be able 
to make a contribution. 4 12112 987] 





BEIRUT AIRPORT STATEMENT f /13 

This is my first stop in a series of visits to Middle Eastern States, 

~ 
du~in, which I will discuss the Bank's expanding program of~ .etivit~ in the 

Arab World. 

Since 1968 the World Bank has both initiated borrowing ~p85a'ieR8 in the , 
;4. 

Middle East and vastly increased ~lending and technical assistance programs 
1\ 

in the .region. During th~~ we have borrowed a total of $~ million from 

the countries of the area, the latest borrowing operation being ~ sale of a 
~ 4\ 

75 millionl\ "iayall. pound bond issue here in Lebanon two weeks ago. And in th~ 
. ~~c...:tt 

five fiscal years ending next June, our lending to the Arab World wi1l ~axeeea 

$1 billion for over 60 development projects in 11 different countries. That 

volume of lending is four •• ii¥a times the level of lending during the previous 

five years. Of equal significance is the large number of economic and other 

technical assistance missions which have been requested by the countries of the 

area in total they will exceed fifty, - ' 7 I~· 
So the scale of our interest and the level of our operations in the Middle 

East is both large and growing. The purpose of my visits is to learn how we can 

serve the area better. 

In Lebanon I shall be particularly interested in learning more of your six-

year development program and of those investment projects within it expecia11y 

infrastructure projects and projects directed toward achieving a more equitable 

distribution of income -- for which you will be seeking long-term funds, the 

type of financing supplied by the World Bank. 

This is my first visit to Lebanon. I am delighted to be here and I am 

most grateful to your Government for the invitation to come. 

RMcN 
2-5-73 
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REMARKS AT AIRPORT UPON ARRIVAL IN KUWAIT -/'1)'J) 
It is just over three years since I last came to Kuwait. Much has happened 

in that time in this country, particularly in the field of economic developmen~ and 

the quality of life of the people;] I am looking forward to renewing old friendships 

and making new ones and to learn more about your goals and strategy for further 

economic diversification. 

As partners in development, we in the World Bank have taken a special interest 

in Kuwait's progress. ~ current visit will provide me with an opportunity to dis-

cuss with your leaders the problems and prospects for development in the region and 

ways to further improve the effectiveness of assistance for such development. 

Since 1968, we in the World Bank Group have been pleased to see a strengthe -

ing of relations with countries in the Arab World as a whole. There has been a 

substantial increase in the amount of loans to Arab countries which, i the five-year 

period 1969-73, will tota1~e billion dollars compared to $230 million in the 

previous five-year period. ~ot only has there been a fourfold increase in lenc ·ng, 

but also the loans have been made for projects of increasing scope and complex·ty. 

From our earlier emphasis on transportation and electric power projects we a e 

increasingly ventured into the fields of agriculture, education, industry and touris ' . 

rMost of this expansion has been possible only through the close cooperation with t e 

em' er s~ates. Te hope to cont·nue to increase programs for technical assistance 

which will serve as the base for expanding activity in the Arab orld :.. __ t ' e year 

ahead :J 

We are proud of our long association w:"th the Government of K~ait a d the 

Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic Development. I look for-.,ard to simil r cooperat:"on T :"t: 

the evlly established Arab und for Economic and Social Development. 

I am particularly pleased that my visit here i prov:"de the occasio . for 

the signing of a bond issue wh:"ch has recent y been conc uded T ·th t e Kuwa~t Invest-

ment Company as underwriter promi_ent :"n restors. 
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STATEMENT UPON ARRIVAL IN TUNISIA 

This is my firs't visit to Tunisia and I am delighted to be here,· Tunisia 

and the World Bank have had a long and fruitful relationship. I believe our continuous 

dialogue has proven to be of great mutual benefit. We in the World Bank have taken 

great interest in the evolution of your Government's new policies, which have been 

followed up by a program' of action covering most sectors of the economy. We strongly 

support this systematic approach. 

During my stay, I will have the opportunity to see for myself the progress 

which is being made and gain a .better understanding of the problems which remain. 

I very much look forward to meeting with your President, the Prime Minister and other 

Ministers to discuss with them the direction of your economic and social development 

efforts. 

The World Bank has been involved in many parts of Tunisia's economy. As of 

May 1973, our lending commitments to Tunisia have reached $230 million. We have 

supported investment projects in transport (railways, ports, gas pipeline and highways), 

education, agriculture (fisheries, wheat, dairy and date production), industry, family 

planning, public utilities (water supply and power) and tourism. We hope to continue 

to be of assistance in these sectors and in new ones as well. 

The rapid advance of the Tunisian economy in recent years will no doubt help 

establish the basis for sound and continuing growth. There lies great hope and 

potential for Tunisia in the determination of your President, your Government and 

the Tunisian people to mobilize human and material resources in the most efficient 

way possible towards the goats of economic well-being and social equality. We are 

optimistic about the results and stand ready to further assist in your efforts. 

* * * 
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STATEMENT UPON ARRIVAL IN JAMAICA 

I am delighted to be Ip.:. this beautiful country. Though 

I am not a stranger to Jamaica, thi~ :.is my first visit 'las a 

represen·tative of the World Bank. •. , t 

Last 'year I had the pleasure of meeting with Prime Minister 

Manley in Washington. I am now looking forward to seeing him again, 
-i ~ ~qJ( 

and meeting with other Ministers. to continue ~~ dialogue-en 
() -1-/J~ IJ+L -'"' ... ~/ 
~ ./ ~ (1 

d.ellf!) ~IIL and to learn more about I/~ Government t s economic and 

'" ~~--r:2~~ 
social policies and~~~s«fo~ ae i~~ the World Bank might 

~ ~ I .,( ~L/} .-+ 
bel\t!r useful part~er~.~ .ur. ,,~' 

dJ4 ';r:J\A-~I.;tl/ t;-----) 
11he World B1nk is aiready involved in a number of projects 

in Jamaica, through l~for transportation, agriculture, water 

supply and education. We are working ~~ on new projects in 
) ~ 

several sectors, including urban development, which should contribute 

to the well-being of all Jamaicans. In the last five years the 

Bank has made . loans to Jamaica totaling mor~ than $33 million. \ve 

hope that over the next few years our 'lending can be continued and 

increased~ I 

Like most developing nations, Jamaica faces ~ difficult 

problems in its development efforts, but your Government and people 

are showing great deter~ination to oyer~o~~hem. We in the World 
~~· .Il ,tt..- /!e~( r-~) {-<-

Bank hope to play ~ in he~ping ~vto achieve greater 
r.. i1ttL t ~ (Jr--

economic and social well-being for~~~Ple. 





MR. ROBERT S: McNAMARA'S MESSAGE TO AFRICA 

I am delighted that this year's meeting of the Governors of the World 

Bank and IMF will be held in Nairobi in September. It demonstrates the import

ance that the two institutions attach to both the potential and the problems 

of economic developme~ton this continent. 

In the past five years since becoming President of the World Bank, 

I have visited 21 African countries to learn at first hand from your heads 

of State, ministers, economists and planners what your requirements are and 

how we -- with both funds and technical assistance -- can assist you in 

achieving your development goals. 

In the Five-Year Program we have just completed, the Bank Group has 

tripled its lending in Africa as compared with the previous five-year period. 

Those funds have assisted your nations in increasing their rates of economic 

growth but, as is true elsewhere in the world, an urgent task remains to 

spread the benefits of that growth more equitably among all of your people. 

A large number of countries in Africa -- 16 of them ..... - are among those 

classified by the United Nations as "least developed". We are. giving special 

attention to the needs of this group for both technical assistance and finan

cial assistance. 

In summary, I believe the Bank and its African members are working 

together with growing confidence and mutual respect and I am sure that as 

a result of the forthcoming meetings in Nairobi our cooperative efforts 

will be further strengthen'ea ' ... 



In the past five years since becoming. President of the World Bank, 

I have visited ~ies - . t to learn at first hand 

and planners what are 

and how we with both funds and technical assistance can 

assist you in achieving your development goals. 

In tpe Five-Year Program we have just Bank Group has 

are among United Nations as "least developed; .701~ 
~ 111 1 rr", 

weAwi~l continue lis giv fa ention to the,.,epe,()ir,ii¥'. of this roup 

~ ~J ~'_4~ ,. " 

Lam Q.eli!hted that *enyd will 'be agst for tae ARR1oli' MeetiPi tbi 5 ye~ 

~J~~ 
The Bank and its African Members are working together with growing 

(\ <Z.-4 
confidence and mutual respect I am sure that as a result of 

in Nairobi our cooperative efforts will 
~'~i 

~ee~~ strengthened. 



Y" , TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

I NTERNATI ONAl DEVELOPMENT I I NTERNAT I ONAl BANK FOR I I NTERNAT I ONAl F I NANCE 
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 

OFFICE MEMORANDUM 
Mr. Robert S. McNamara DATE: August 8, 1973 

JOh~rriam 
reguested bI the Voice of Ken~a Messase to Africa as 

In your meeting last week with African radio journalists you agreed 
with the suggestion of the representative of the Voice of Kenya, 
Mr. Sammy Lui, that you would record a message to Africa in connection 
with the Annual Meeting. We have scheduled the taping session for 
4:15 p.m. on Thursday, August 9, in Sir Denis Rickett's office to record 
a short (one minute) message. 

A suggested statement is attached. It emphasizes the appropriateness 
of the African setting for the Annual Meeting and the Bank's recent efforts 
in behalf of the development of the continent. 

Procedure 

Prior to recording your message we propose that we play for you the 
introduction recorded here by Mr. Sammy Lui for presentation of your message 
over the Voice of Kenya. We expect that the Voice of Kenya will make wide 
use of this tape. We also intend to send the tape with our own 
introduction to other African networks for their use. In journalistic 
terms the Voice of Kenya will have a "beat", i.e. a time lead, but not an 
"exclusive" on this item. 

We should be able to accomplish the recording in 15 minutes time. 
Mr. Jaime Martin will operate the recording equipment and I will accompany 
you to Sir Denis's office. 

Attachment 

JEM:rgw 





AUG 14 1973 
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REMARS UPON ARRIVAL IN MADAGASCAR 

~~ 
My arrival in Madagascar brings. me to a part of the 

~ 

~ 'vhich it has long been my desire to s.ee. I am 
~ . 

particularly Aile ] j Bh ~"" :.:.:;~ 1~Vide me wi th 

i tl;le 9Pportuni ty to ij1eet~al RffiftfiUantse a , ~nder ,~hose 

leadership your country has dedicated itself to achieving economic 

progress th r ough yo'.: r mllln efforts. Over the. nex t f ell days . 

my ~ aim ~ will be to meet with your leaders, to acquire 

a better understanding of your problems and your potential for 

economic progress, and to see how much more we in the World Bank 

Group can do to help transform your potential into reality. 

During the last five years we have grea t1¥- increased 

our assistance for Madagascar's economic development, keeping 

pace with the target we set in 1969 which was the doubling of 

our lending 1n the World and tripling the 

commitments 1n Africa and Madagascar. 

which 

for further _.~~~~~~ 

~ 
Africa and Madagascar are part of the c.,QQtim~ilt of the 

It 

future. I am convinced that this is where many of the greatest 

development opportunities of the coming years are going to be 

found • . In 1969 the conviction had inspired us to prepare for 

a very major increase in our activities in the continent. I 

am happy to see that we have achieved that goal. However, the 



-2-

f , 

remaining task which lies ahead is bigger than ever. We must 

increase our effort in order to spread equitably the benefit 

of growth among the nations and among the population within 

the nations. 

Over , the next few days, I look forward to becoming 

better acquainted with tHe pro'Blem3 ana Plosl'@@t!e ef your 

be ci elspi& a basis 

for closer and more fruitful cooperation in moving towards 

our common goal: enabling the people of Madagascar to achieve ' 

a better, happier and .fuller life. 

\ 
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P~MARKS AT 'AIRPORT UPON ARRIVAL IN MAURITIUS 

tP1=f1 } ) 
, 

It is a great pleasure indeed for . me to be here, 

and I particularly look forward to meet,ing your 

From my other Mauritian leaders, I 

Ihope, to acquire a d~e~nderstanding of your~ development 
, ' ..,-L . ~~. 

problems and hOW" !!+tEj c :rt, Is. ~ • . The WorM Bank Group 

has already made some contribution to Mauri tius' own efforts. 

to adapt and develop its economy for the benefit of its people .. 

During this visit, I hope to learn how we can support these 

. efforts ~e fUll~~fectivelY. 

~ World BAnk Group has greatly expanded its activities 
A 

-arodnd the Under our five-year program 1968-1973, we 

~ 
have doubled our lending/\. ) n Afric.a we increased our lending 

threefold t f ~ pleased .~~ Mauritius has had a significant 

share ln this achievement. 
~~ 

.i= lim Slii' pleased 
(\. 

development 

policy of Mauritius ~aieS o~~emphasis on ~ employment 

and be t ter dis tribu tion of income, 'fie l~~k t:-Rel e£or~ forward " __ ~r 
!:" being .o.b I e no t ",,!y to prov{-!e a la;ger volume of ass;.s tance~ ~~) 
but also to provide it for of purposes within 

• • '1 
the framework of Maurltlus pro 

f\ . 
Aside from the power project financed in 1963, our 

first operation in this country was a credit~*~f~~~5~.~2~~nwl£~·1~1~io~a 

in 1971 for a smallholder tea development. The next credit was 
t t-o\ u. ~\ ~ .. Co. 

made for a development bank,! The most recent a~8aiti)~ ~ 

the industrial development Coromandel and a rural 

development program. 
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